The difference between modernism and postmodernism is difficult to make, but we take as a reference the hypotheses of well-known literary theorists and critics like Terry Eagleton, Pavao Pavliçiç, Roland Barthes, Michel Foucault, Jacques Lacan, Gerard Genette, TzvetanTodorov, JurijLotman Julia Kristeva, MiekeBaletc, a hypothesis of the canadian theorist Linda Hachion, as far as my opinion is concerned is very straightfoward and rational, as far as the definition of postmodern art is concerned, where she sees it as a field where the presence of the past in context of the critical reflex over it, dominates. The poetics of postmodernism is the result of the concept of the domination of irony, the contraverse role, great aesthetic, ideological, substantial paradoxes, the post-modern work of art as such represents a subversive and contraversial phenomenon, that builds and ruines the same phenomena it provokes and raises. Unlike previous currents of art, in postmodernism we have the elements of idelogical and gender movements.
Introduction
A novel that made a name for itself in the 80-ties, with a success that continues to this day.
Written about the middle ages, "The name of the Rose" represents an almost perfect literary description, the value of which lies in the history and tradition of the lives of hermits in the middle ages, viewed from the perspective of a Benedictine monk from Melk and his experience during seven days of 1327 in a monastery in the north of Italy. Right from the beginning the narrator emphasizes that "The terrible events that occurred do not advise me to give a better identification".
Adson from Melk represents the implicated author, (The masque of authorship, the second ego, an implicated portrait of the author in the text). Eco choses this form of narration, of a narratorprotagonist that views the events from his perspective. The novel represents a erudite work of literary fiction, rich in information from the world of science, art, philosophy, history, theology, mysticism, etc.
Used bibliography
For this study we have utilized professional bibliography, for the theoretic matters concerning the art of the word and fiction we have chosen the names of J. Kaller, M. Solar, for focalization:
Viktor Shklovsky, V. Propp, for structuralism: Barthes, C. L. Stross, V. Bitti, for the characters and the actantial model of Greimass, S. Chattman, for the narrator and time G. Genette, Sh.
Rimon-Kenan, for intertextuality J. Kristeva, the classics of literary science, the theory of prose:
Tz. Todorov 
Methodology
We have utilized a modern approach as a method of study which is used in all social sciences and widely used in natural sciences: observation (studying of facts)-interpretation (study of meaning)-application (study of utility). By means of interpretation all knownlegde is included: the internal structure of the literary work and its study, the semiologic, semantic, allegoric, narratological meaning (types and narrative strategies), monologue, dialogue, thoughts, the mental and emotional structure of the protagonists, the utilized codes: the doubled, biblical. The normative group of interpretation, is concerned with literal aspects as well as figurative, cultural and historic observation, the justification of the text etc.
Results and discussion
The novel begins with the words "In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God, and the Word was God". This automatically reminds us of the beginning lines of Faust by Goethe: in the beginning there was the work, and then the word. And it is the word as such that in this novel forms the lethal curiosity, integrated in books and rare parchments.
The plot in the novel is set in the period before the upheavals of the renaissance, in the year 1327, while the figure of William represents the intellectual with encyclopedic knowledge, intuition, sharpness and other admirable traits. He was a humanist, although he had been an inquisitor, but he never sentenced anybody to death by burning and for ethical reasons he abdicated from his position, as a man of reason an ratio, while his antagonists are Jorge from Borges, the Abbot, Ubertini and all the officially undeclared heretics. Adson represents the implicated narrator who writes with preterition about the events, that occurred in the middle ages, for those that we are aware but he still writes about them! "the truth, before it is revealed to all, face to face, we see in fragments (alas, how illegible) in the error of the world, so we must spell out its faithful signals even when they seem obscure to us and as if amalgamated with a will wholly bent on evil" . This kind of semiotics guides us in an anaphoric way to the sequence of events that will follow within a period of seven days, while William makes very censured investigations in the abbacy.
Adson is fascinated by his teacher for whom he says that he admires him for his knowledge and the reasonable way in which he perceives things, events, actions and makes very precise decisions based on his knowledge, experience and intuition. The semiotics of the text represents the plain of expression and is consistently present from the beginning till the end.
The whole building and the Library are build according to the architectural code, which Eco mentions in his "Absent structure", after the typological code that he calls the grammar of building where he says: " Based on the dialectics between information and redundancy, we could try to build a church, which even being a church, it would be different from the ones that are seen to this day and as a result it would require us to worship god and to feel the connection to him in an unusual way: this does not mean that we have violated the rules of architecture and sociology as of how the churches should be used." Here Eco puts spiritual temples and labyrinths in the category of semantic codes, spatial typological crossroads. This abbacy was unlike all of its sister abbacies in Italy and Europe, in the text it is an arena of events and mystic and macabre crimes.
According to Bashlar the corner is the negation of space and human beings choose it to find their cogito. While Sartre calls it the topoanalytics of the external an internal and with this he signifies the two directions that psychoanalists call introvert and extrovert before life and before passions, in the scheme of existence itself, the author finds this duality and this means return to himself and for himself.
Ernst Bloch, a German philosopher, mentions Vitruvius for his architectural utopia and emphasizes the thought that: "A building must encompass simultaneously the utility, structural strength and aesthetic beauty! , Vitruvius also thought that the parts of the human body should be measured and the proportions be used to determine the proportions of a temple in the ancient times. The building that is the epicenter of the plot, crime and the effort to uncover the truth, was built in such an aesthetic beauty and manner that not everyone could understand it. Especially when we take into account that the library was guarded with fanaticism from everyone except the few who were allowed to roam freely like the librarians and their helpers as future successors.
The secret entrance from the small chapel in the garden and the altar to the ossuary one could exit to the spiral stairs that led to the library and this was not the only secret way that led to it. Among other things it was enigmatic for the way it was oriented as well as for the things it kept secret-the forbidden books and the strange miniatures that caused controversy in the middle ages. An interesting fact is that virtually everyone was interested in the forbidden artifacts, the second book of Aristotle that was concerned with the effects of laughing, the books of the so called infidels, their science, the poetry of the African poets etc. We are able to observe that Jorge and his apprentice librarian conveyed to their assistants, the secrets of their duty that not everyone was allowed to visit the library and that this area was forbidden however, the aim of the narration is common. There are also cases when the narrator addresses the reader, which adds a special emotional weight to the whole situation. When the author describes to the narrator all the hidden events, then he tells all intimate things to the reader, i.e.
the sins, mistakes, challenges, temptations, and this case occurs in the scene of love in the peasant girl and what happens later with Adso; things that other characters cannot see, apart from the reader and William whom he partially tells the event.
The chronotope of the labyrinth is very special and interesting, in a duplicated form too, physical and figurative (based on Bakhtin's form, which he determined as "the chronotope of saloons, of the provincial city, the sill, the intrigue" 1 and I added that of the crossroads and the labyrinth); the work is a labyrinth of knowledge, scientific information, semiotic information, follows and discovers the criminal, who is unconsciously helped by both the abbot and the rules of the order.
Jorge appears to be the serial killer with the poison he has put in the book, hidden signs that lead to him, including the banned books with anecdotes and other texts that have comic contents. He disdains Aristotle who has given a philosophical importance to laughter. The letters of the verses of the Apocalypse are seven, seven days of God who constructed the world, seven book chapters, according to this sacred number, seven days of investigation, and the quarter of the seven, the digit that opened the door of the mirror where the book "Super thronusvigitiquator"; every letter that contained the mechanism of opening the glassy door had to be typed. That was the secret code.
The critics consider that as a work with a double code, in the semiotic and figurative context, with the presence of the metaphor, metonymy, allegory, preterition, etc. The five codes determined by Barthes, such as the hermeneutic, semic, symbolic, proairetic, and cultural, at the narrative level, are those without which an artistic prose as such cannot exist.
A novel that speaks about a medieval religious community, where the actions of main and secondary characterscombined with enigmatic elements, even though it seems that William and Adso are the main characters; in fact, they are characters of narrated situations and have a limited effect on them, whereas the one that has the central role and moves all the events with a previously planned mechanism, is Jorge of Silos/Borges. He appears to be the hidden, allknowing narrator, even though the whole situation that is created is brought into play by the old man himself, appearing at the end, during the dialog between William and Jorge.
The views from the inside of the portal, sculptures and the complexity of the construction of the library, which Adso beholds to fantasy and admiration, are overspread in the text with a luxuriant taste; the esthetic essence here lies on the way of description and narration of those sights and the feelings they cause in the novice; they also cause an esthetic emotional load in the reader himself.
The semic code expresses theopinions and actions of main and secondary characters. The other parts of the novel are supplemented by historic and scientific digressions of the achievements at that time, representing a piece with general erudition. 
Is like a mirror to us"
7 According to Pageau, the picture/drawing is the translation of the other, and a self-translation too.
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The semiotic integration of cognition, the library represents a conglomerate of signs, from the way of cataloguing, selection, nomination, placement of rooms based on world map and its sides, systemization of books and authors in those sections, based on their residential, racial, anthropologic and theologicalaffiliation, etc.
In Eco's opinion, the reader-interpreter has to possess a series of competences such as grammatical competence, semantic-encyclopedic competence, the ability to eliminate ambiguity of implication, the ability to draw conclusions, etc. in order to comprehend the full meaning of the work. The semantic-encyclopedic sphere of William's arrival in the abbacy is understood by the emergence of his trajectory in a timeframe of seven days; despite the obstacles, he manages to discover the crime, but the punishment for his discovery is first taken by the abbot who did not allow even William to step into the library.(There is no doubt that the irony is very perceptive and we have to deal here with a sadomasochistic oxymoron personified in the figure of the double-blind friar Jorge (duplicate code). decides to call it The Name of the Rose, a love connotation, which when analyzed from the semantic-encyclopedic perspective, the position that love takes in the novel is greater than hatred, bigotry and crime, the oppositional positive fid appears to be more powerful and he calls it The Name of the Rose.
"From this book, Lucifer
The steps that the criminal seems to follow, he preaches and commits a crime (he has two faces, both of them demonic) due to the fact that even the preaching is deconstructive, opposes laughter, is against the grotesque drawings of Venanci, against poems that motivate imagination and intimate in sensual love. The novel representative or spokesperson is Adso, through whom we find out about all the events, even though he is not an all-knowing narrator, but understands from others and through
William's great knowledge and intuition. In the novel, the author's effect is disguised, hardly noticeable and silent; however, the issue of the hero is in the center, and in this case, it is undoubtedly William and his rational behavior, obstacles and challenges during the investigation of the crime, when he feels weak under unexplainable and surprising circumstances, which means that the main character is not ideal, unmistakable, and all-knowing, but rather a human being with mental acuity, knowledge and ratio. The chrononym is present in this novel since chapters themselves have been divided according to a canonical religious logic in seven days, as long as William's and Adso's stay and investigation in the abbacy lasts, i.e. the time needed to investigate and find the criminal. In addition to the division in days, this creates the impression of the consciousness flow in Joyce's style, which he used in his works. Chapters, i.e. days are also divided in special sections, as part of the ritual, such as after midnight, praises, the first hour, the third hour, the sixth hour, the ninth hour, the evening, the hour of the last canonical service of the priests, etc. Chrononyms, anthroponyms and toponyms help in creating a referential illusion and unification at the figurative level. The verb tense also matters in terms of the narrative combinations, the narration that builds on delays in time depths, by breaking the chronological order of events/retrospection; the continuous tense creates the impression of the author being present in the event he tells, whereas the transition from the simple past to the past perfect creates a time distance and takes the reader back in time. These time gradations that can be found in this novel create an emotional burden in the reader; they strengthen its philosophical and historical subtext, motivate internal and external actions of the characters, etc.
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The title of the novel Based on the denotative aspect, The Name of the Rose is a connotation of love, or the house of God (temple, monastery, abbacy, etc.). The valuable items, books, knowledge, desire, love and the need of monks for books. The semiotic, symbolic aspect: the rose symbolizes love, having in mind different types of love: divine love (God, angels, sacred house, saints, prophets), brotherly (between brothers, friars, and all of those in service to the house of God), human (towards people, the poor, peasants, the sick, etc.), paternal (the love of Adso for William), whereupon he The reader follows the directions of the internal moves of the work which is the dynamics of action of the characters led by the desire and curiosity for prohibited books; he understands and experiences the emotions that the narrator creates -a suspenseto quench the curiosity. In The Name of the Rosethe dynamism of actions and thoughts from the past can be felt, which creates the feeling of irony and judgment on the activities that happen in the abbacy, especially in relation to the priest Jorge.
Facing the monks' curiosity and the nihilism of the library custodian priest, throws some light on the obscurantist medieval thought with the fact that Jesus Christ had never smiled; therefore the book, or books (because those with cartoons and anecdotes belonged there), in his opinion, were prohibited, along with a series of books written by the "faithless", that represented heresy and danger to the Christian world and the abbacy order.
The labyrinth library, as if its complicated construction was not enough, had to produce smoke at night by incinerating daydreaming medications in one of the key rooms so that the mirror would produce a twisted image. He had planned everything, even its self-destruction, because he felt it as part of his own, and as a young man had worked a lot for it; he had furnished it with rare books, he had copied and catalogued based on John's Apocalypse, the strictly forbidden rooms Finis Africae, Leones, CoenaCiprianu, and especially the mirror, above it and behind it. Nihilism and spiritual meanness had made him destroy it for the price of death.
In the novel, one can feel the intertextual metanarrative irony, which has been encompassed within words, old texts; books with miniatures, against the order of life in the monastery, the untouchable superiority of books can be felt, over this practice in the abbacy. The whole irony is that Jorge decides for this prohibition, the others do not support him and do not feed his nihilistic desire. However, the drama occurs in this part of the building; it is cursed and the curse is the poison, whereas the opposite semiotics is called rose/love. The last scenes are full of anxiety, delirium, words as if coming from the bottom of hell, Jorge's sub-consciousness is revealed, the poison has been stolen and used to kill the knowledge inquiring, William and Adso are anxious for their lives and the drama that is happening to them, the prepared intrigue by the old man, the conflict between the danger and salvation and the spillover of the oil, is the resolution of the sharp conflict, that caused casualties and would continue to do so with the burning of the building and its further destruction. The esthetic essence, the beauty/the ugliness, the moral/the immoral, love/hate/ knowledge/ignorance, etc. The strongest fid wins, love against hatred. The evil remains buried under the ruins, as planned, taking with it the secret as well. Eco represents all of these things in a doubled mode, including all sides of the fid.
And the narration for the poisoned book is a parallel approach to the narration of 1001 Nights, whereupon doctor Duban is sentenced to death after he saves the King's life. He says that he will tell him the tale of the crocodile but his request is not accepted. While taking Duban to execution, he gives the King a book. The doctor's cut-off head tells him to read it; after he flips the first seven pages of the book, he sees that they are attached, and he tells him to move further.
After a couple of minutes, the drug begins to react and the King dies. The book that does not narrate, kills. 18 The antithesis of the non-narration in 1001 Nights is the narration in the Name of the Rose, i.e. who tells, dies.
Conclusions
At the end of the novel, in the dialog with William, the reader feels Jorge's demonic apology, who commits a suicide by eating Aristotle's book -a controversial action against his faith and preaching. The last movements are devilish; he has already killed the abbot and now threatens
William too, and has found the proper place where he will put an end to his life, in the mirror room, especially when adding the fact that he could better "see" in the dark rather than in the light -a duplication of his blindness. The mess that is created from the darkness and the attempts to get the book from the Jorge, the fall of Adso, whereupon his lantern falls down, the oil spills and the pergaments are set o fire, then the shelves and finally the library and the whole building.
The narrative semantic closure ends with the death of old Jorge, although at his very last moments he was planning to kill William. The novel has a closed ring-like composition by beginning and ending in abbacy, though now in a burning one, and despite the attempts to put it out, it had already spread all over the place. The last images reveal the novices, monks and other workers who were leaving the abbacy. There were dead people, others wounded and hurt from the ruins and leftovers. 
